ABSTRACT. Let R be a ring (not necessarily with identity) and let E denote the set of idempotents of R. We prove that R is a direct sum of a J-ring (every element is a power of itself) and a nil ring if and only if R is strongly H-regular and E is contained in some J-ideal of R. As a direct consequence of this result, the main theorem of [i] follows.
R coincides with I, R is called a J-ring. As is well known, every J-ring is commutative (Jacobson's theorem). ,,r n ,,ms n n r s =r s =rns =s =s r =st and 2n n n n n n r s =r sr =r s r =r n n n Since e =r s is an idempotent with re =er ( A) and r e =r we see that (r-re)n =rn(l_e)n =0.
This together with r=re + (r-re) proves that r is represented as a sum of an element in A and a nilpotent element. Now, let a, b e A, and x, y e N. Noting that xa.yb xyba and ax.by=baxy, we can easily see that xa e N n A=0 and ax=0; NA=AN=O. Set xy=c+u and x+y=d+v (c, d e A and u, v e N), where we may assume that u =v =0.
In view of NA=0, we obtain ,'e have thus seen that N forms an ideal of R and R =A N.
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Given an integer n 1 we denote by I the set {r R rn =r} In [i] Abun Khuzam and Yaqub proved that if R is a periodic ring with N commutative and for which I forms an ideal, then R is a subdirect sum of finite fields of at most n elements n and a nil commutative ring. The next corollary includes this result. COROLLARY i. If R is periodic and I forms an ideal of R for some integer n n then R =I N and I is a subdirect sum of finite fields of at most n elements.
